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I remember watching Kireedam as a school boy. In a seat too big for his little body, lost 

in the darkness of the theatre the seven-year old gaped at the brilliant screen, his eyes 

widening to catch more of each of those blows Sethumadhavan landed on the goliath, 

Keerikkadan Jose, in the film's crescendo. I remember how in my school and the village, 

the name "Keerikkadan" got popular very soon. It almost became a synonym for 

"terrifyingly giant" and denoted aggressive and criminal natures. The film’s take on 

villainy and criminality spatializes in domestic contexts, an antagonism of the colonially 

modern methods of branding an individual as an outlaw with the codes of revenge and 

dutifulness that clearly belong to a paradigm previous to modern penal code. The criteria 

modern penal law use to inculpate, levels the just and unjust of the land alike to an alien 

and unwelcome standard. The fight between the villain and the hero expressed a polarity 

other than that posited by law. The film communicates a raw feeling of justness and duty 

that overreaches those of the police’s as it pits the hero as a police-aspirant and more 

importantly, the son of a policeman and the villain as someone who can dictate terms to 

the police. Even when Sethu kills Keerikkadan, the plot is carefully non-vindictive 

towards the act and makes imperative on the part of the audience to recognize that 

beyond the institution of policing, there could still be edifices that one shall use for 

judging. Conformity with the institution, the film argues, in contrast to the usual 

assumption of a liberating effect, stifles the individual and reduces him/her to lesser 

human beings. The film is sited inside the policing machine, and the explicit commentary 

therefore is on the police. However, there is reflected in this super hit domestic drama, 

the dire straits of a family (read as any family) that balances its ‘respectability’ and 

thereby ‘difference’ and ‘individuality’ in confrontation with the standardizing effects of 

various modern institutions and modernity concepts. In extension, though the institutions 

of modernity – schools, hospitals, jails, police, etc. – with a note of inevitability were 

installed into the lives of colonies, the acceptance of their veracity in terms of function 

could be discerned as quite qualified.  

 Indian popular cinema has been variously described as an effort to maintain the 

exuberant variety that colonial modernity has been trying to level; a political medium that 

punctuate the advent of capitalistic machinery and to surface newer discourses on 

Citizenship; a form incapacitated by pre-modern cognitive features, and as a performed 

sign that overruns ideological categories. (Ashis Nandy; Ravi Vasudevan; Madhava 

Prasad; Das Gupta; Sunder Kaali; Dhareshwar; Niranjana, 2000) My attempt is to think 

through certain spaces that the narrative of the popular in Indian cinema subscribe to and 

identify two distinct types of melodramatic strains operative with respect to the 

characters’ response to those spaces. There exists a very fascinating though small corpus 

of work in the analysis of spaces in Indian commercial cinema. Ravi Vasudevan, for 

instance, finds out that it is “the hero’s mobility between spaces … which problematizes 

social subjectivity [in Indian popular films].” (110) Madhava Parasad cites how in this 
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transformative mode of the popular cinema, a general sense the expulsion from the 

familial utopia into the world of law and criminality triggers the action that looks for 

reconciliation. (2000; 147) In an elaborate discussion on the ‘ideology of form’ in our 

cinema, he finds physical spaces as modalities that regulate the subsumption of newer 

ideological spuds. In their discussion on the 1994 hit Kaadalan Dahreshwar and Niranjan 

treats the body of the hero as a space where revolutionary narratives are inscribed. (2000; 

193) My attempt, however, is to first conceptualise popular cinema’s spaces in two major 

defining categories for melodramatic narration. Secondly, concentrating on a type of 

melodrama that pins itself onto the domestic space and its pervasive insistency, to reflect 

on how the pre-modern resistance narratives are instantiated. In consequence, it is an 

imperative of this paper to view the domestic melodramas of Indian cinema as producing 

narratives that embody myths and codes of justice that subscribe to the pre-modern 

enunciative elements through a general victimization of the characters at the hands of 

institutions that officiously state their ‘definitions’. The ingrained resistance inside this 

revival is quite in accord with the Foucauldian assumption: that the subjectification 

process would produce not only totally crippled and obsequious positions but also 

structurally incompatible subject-positions. When anger, a sense of filial duty and the like 

are invoked in a colonially modern popular film, I contend, they constitute an instance of 

resistance as compatible/incompatible as the hegemonic instance of power itself. The 

discussion proceeds with the analysis of a very successful1989 Malayalam film, 

Kireedam, which sort of re-discovered the genre of domestic melodramas in the popular 

films of the state.  

Melodrama, etymologically, refers to a drama with music in accompaniment. In 

the modern popular cinema which relies largely on the effects of music for deepening the 

impact of tensions, this descriptive label means much more than what it does in its usual 

pejorative denotations. As a genre, it functions in a very distinguished fashion. Though as 

a formal epithet ‘melodramatic’ could be used outside temporal or spatial restraints, to 

refer to a certain techniques of narration and eventuation of the plot, the genre of 

melodramas appeared ‘as they are’ first on the French stage during the revolution.  

(Brooks, 14) They were to entertain the bourgeois class of audience then, who were 

struggling against the monarchy. It was a time in France in specific and Europe in general 

when Church and Monarchy was finally shorn of their direct political power, the 

continent saw a general breakage of a system that was absolute and cohesive, and when 

major literary genres like Tragedy and Comedy of manners came to their fat end. It is 

very possible therefore to consider melodramas of the period as a note of resistance of the 

time and situation, and consequently the form as a potent medium to register resistances. 

The melodrama onstage, and in literature apparently recorded the struggle of the militant 

bourgeoisie in their consummately framed plots
1
. In TMI, Brooks even goes to the extent 

of inferring that “melodrama becomes the principal mode for uncovering, demonstrating, 

and making operative the essential moral universe in a post-sacred era.” (15)  

When it came to modern cinema the element of music and the method of explicit 

externalization of emotions in the melodramatic form continued, with a little technically 

sophisticated difference. The social context to which the original melodrama responded 

nonetheless was radically made over. The militant phase of the bourgeoisie was past, and 

                                                 
1
 “They [dramas/novels of the period of the revolution] record the struggle of morally and emotionally 

emancipated bourgeois consciousness against the remnants of feudalism.” (Elsaesser, 168) 
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the struggle against Feudalism lost its contextual vigor onstage. Sans obvious political 

implications, melodrama however continued to conciliate its’ starker-than-life characters 

and morally polarized plots with the original ideological structures.  Elsaesser evaluates 

the period post revolution and the dramas of the time in terms of their ideological 

position and concludes so:  

Now with the bourgeoisie triumphant, this form of drama lost its subversive 

charge and functioned more as a means of consolidating an as yet weak and 

incoherent ideological position. Whereas the pre-revolutionary melodramas had 

often ended tragically, those of the Restoration had happy endings; they 

reconciled the suffering individual to his social position, by affirming an ‘open’ 

society, where everything was possible.  (169) 

Despite the larger political developments, the form derived its own idiosyncratic ways of 

narrating a ‘moral universe’. And these approaches were asserted with the popular 

Hollywood films, where in a more advanced level music/sound/dialogues animated the 

dramatic spectacle.   

In congruence with the general modes of expression in melodramas, the Indian 

popular film genre that I would like to discuss here, a generic variant of the same, is also 

about ‘excess’, about a constant mode of heightened expression in their effort to signify2: 

nothing goes just suggested. Every dormant point of tension would be gradually 

exteriorized on screen and be performed. Mostly through dialogues after a dramatic 

fashion, and sometimes through very evident metaphors, the plot unfurls rather blatantly 

as say, the need to avenge a villain, the craving for a family re-union, the need for an 

arrogant heroine’s genuflection, a desired re-discovery of harmony with kith and kin and 

the like. Most of the films rely in the peaking of tension on some Dei ex machina – a 

sudden turn of the villain towards virtue, an expose of his conspiracies by one among the 

supporting cast having overheard it, etc – to resolve the conflicts that stymied the original 

need. Thus on a general scale though through a spurious foregrounding, they give an 

impression that the protagonist carries the maximum importance, the gravity of the 

message lies within the devices of the plot and its visualization.  

There is an evident sidelining of the visual experimentations of the socialist realist 

and avant-garde cinemas here. Multidirectional in its effect, the film, unlike the realist 

genre, is not about a character’s thoughts followed in a studied pursuit eventuating in a 

realization of the moral context of a social subject; these films span an array of characters 

propped at tangible physical spaces in society trying to power over or influence or 

regulate a certain situation. The resultant turbulence is caught in scattered boxes. 

Extremely fragmentary in its total effect and sporting a free disregard for effective 

deployment of character realization (stereotypes are most welcome) the melodramatic 

narratives run against the current of meaning-making in realist and Naturalist paradigms. 

In fact, the genre of melodrama was counterpoised against the Naturalist advent (in 

literature) by Eric Bentley. He recognized a “form of dreams” getting dramatic shape in 

the former.  

Instead of centralizing melodramas in both texts and on screen circulate the 

characters’ emotional tie-ups through plots, subplots and counterplots, resulting in a 

gradual externalization of the root tensity. In refuting to move beyond these structures of 

                                                 
2
 In his preface to the book The Melodramatic Imagination, Brooks P describes this as a mode of 

expression in modern novels. T Elsaesser traces these nodes in Hollywood melodramas.  
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signification, the genre disowns any explication/resolution of social antagonisms in 

registers other than Private and Emotional. In an insightful study of the genre, Thomas 

Elsaesser points out: [in melodramatic cinema’s refusal to understand social change in 

other than private contexts and emotional terms] …there is a healthy distrust of 

intellectualization and abstract social theory – insisting that other structures of experience 

… are more in keeping with reality. (1972; 170) This nevertheless happens to be another 

reason that incapacitates the melodrama to have a ‘real’ delineation of the modern social 

subject. Earlier Indian critics looked upon this special deviation of  screen melodramas 

that simultaneously talks about modern society and escapes its ‘subjects’ as a failure of 

the mass cinema in representing actual subjectivity.
3
  

The melodramatic form in cinema could be situated both inside and outside the 

family space as long as it has some connection with structures of modernity; they depend 

on similar kinds of stylistic nuances for expression: strong emotionalism, moral 

polarization, and overt villainy; persecution of the good, suspense, inflated and 

extravagant expression and breathtaking peripety
4
. Working these tools into a device of 

aesthetic communication, the melodrama in general allows its audience to take pleasure 

in self-pity in its identification with the passivised, or to borrow Elsaesser’s term, “acted 

upon”, heroes, and imparts an experience of wholeness by registering various emotions in 

a “monopathic” tone. (Heilman; 85) Indian mainstream film, with its fascination for 

drama, soon customized this form of cinematic narration which showed great similarities 

with the various sing-say oral traditions prevalent in different native schools of dramatics. 

The importance generally attributed to discourses of/ on family as a dominant space of 

subject’s development in India, made it incumbent on the part of these indigenous 

versions of melodramas to modify the form with the moral frameworks as dictated inside 

the space of family. So, even when the major drama is situated outside the domestic 

circle, it shall always have a pull towards the myths of familial relations in terms of the 

hero’s nostalgia or explicit allusions.    

From the late fifties onwards, we had had a traceable history of popular 

filmmaking in the above-described fashion. However, this genre was not considered a 

modern cinematic realization in the period. Kobita Sarkar in a 1956 article spoke 

derogatorily of the films, for they were not character-oriented and unidirectional, and 

because they were taking a “markedly melodramatic strain and exacerbation of sentiment 

and accumulation of coincidence.” (p.10) In cornering the mainstream films as not 

‘realist’ enough and therefore not representative enough of the social subjectivity, there 

was a clear acknowledgement of films in the ilk of Satyajit Ray’s Pather Panchali, 

identifies Ravi Vasudevan: “Achievement was ultimately measured against the model of 

Pather Panchali, seen to represent a ‘logical progression’ in the development of such 

realist imperatives. The commercial cinema audience was evidently being measured 

against an ideal social subjectivity.” (102) The ‘ideal subject’ of India partakes the 

Nehruvian nationalism and shall be reflected, by theory, only in a socialist realist 

discourse of film. The ‘art’ films of late 50’s funded by Film Finance Corporation of 

India, for instance are branded in the above-mentioned category. (Kaali, 129)This 

                                                 
3
 “… the greatest potential weakness of our cinema is the general lack of characterization.… Drama is 

provided by the conflict of the individual against social and economic encumbrance rather than by inner 

complexities” (Sarkar, Kobita; 1956) 
4
 These are virtually all listed and discussed in Brook’s TMI  
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categorization of Indian cinema into two – the ‘good’ art film and the ‘lewd’ mainstream 

cinema – continued to the nineties but with visible evolution in their glosses. In the 70’s 

for instance, the ‘art’ films came to signify what Madhava Prasad calls a 

‘developmentalist aesthetic’ (as seen in Shyam Benegal and others) and the commercial 

films established its mode of movement with a successful nonchalance towards the 

continuance of the characters’ individual psychic experiences and dinning in a necessity 

for intricate plots of societal nascence. It is not that the division and defining of the ‘art’ 

and the ‘popular’ was very straight forward. Vivek Dhareshwar and Tejaswini Niranjana, 

for instance, identify another stead of “avant-garde filmmakers” in the likes of Kumar 

Shahani and Mani Kaul who ‘innovate in terms of film-form’. However, in the course of 

evolving, Dhareshwar and Niranjana find an eventual assimilation of the 

formalistic/innovative avant-garde in commercial cinemas (as in Mani Ratnam movies). 

(1996; 204) 

In lieu with these evolutions in the mode of filmmaking, the form of melodrama 

which almost defined the commercial cinema developed visibly into its sub-varieties: let 

us tentatively categorize these heterogeneous verities of melodrama, according to some 

general structural concords, into those directly give a politico moral commentary by 

situating themselves in extra-familial spaces and those that implicitly do the same by 

resorting to the domestic space. This, however, should not be seen a cogent taxonomic 

exercise. I just want to isolate a certain space of narrative force, from the myriad 

institutions that are cross-referred in our melodramas, so as to route out the inherent ways 

of resistance to modernity.  

With the first category I do not refer just those films which deal with realpolitik in 

a defiant way, as in what is commonly identified as political movies. I refer, to the 

broader class of cinemas that explicitly discuss the (hero’s) encounter with the structures 

of governance. These melodramas situate the hero in spaces other than domiciles, and 

present him as a larger-than-life agent of change. The hero becomes really pertinent here 

as a righter of wrongs, in the face of the law or against it. In a general structural accord, 

the protagonist was born into the street or was found an orphan, or was someone who 

belonged to a bunch of likeable rascals on street or taken to street because of the various 

economic, social or familial pressures, and so on. In fact, Street as a motif, defines his 

judgments and priorities. He is presented as the common man’s bhai, painstakingly 

working for the betterment of a slum/street/ghetto or in general, any place where tangible 

economic pressures could be spotted.5  

 ‘The angry heroes’ (characters of Amitabh Bachhan) as presenting a vital 

concern towards the hapless/poor public in emotions and a great deal of tensity in 

gestures characterize this political melodrama. The surface tension is felt by the audience 

in dialogues that revile institutions. The screaming and shouting heroes who are unlike 

the restrained “angry man” (Dharmendra, Sunny Deol, Sanjay Dutt brands of bhais) is 

another variant of the self-same pattern that generate a symbolic representation onscreen. 

Either street-born or pushed-to-streets, they identify the blotched institutions, generally 

the realpolitik, but also corrupt and inefficient hospitals, government offices, courts, as 

the points of decay in the societal fabric. There is also the just police officer hero, and he 

                                                 
5
 Ravi Vasudevan identified Street as a space of law-defying and hero’s evolution into more potential agent 

in Indian cinema in his 2000 essay, “Shifting Codes, Dissolving identities: the Hindi Socail Film of the 

1950s as Popular Culture.”  
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is seen to be constantly transferred or chided by his superiors, thus being driven to being 

the previous symbolic status that single-handedly, and against the channels of institution, 

set things right. In these melodramas, the hero is presented with polarities to select from: 

tradition versus modernity, truth versus falsehood, family against (welfare of the) public 

etc.  

The reaction of the hero is recorded as a complete externalization of his unease 

with the system that favors the corrupt end. Ranjani Mazumdar discusses the situating of 

Amitabh Bachhan and Shahrukh Khan in the structures of Hindi cinema of eighties and 

nineties. (2000; Mazumdar) What figures in that discussion most prominently is how the 

space of city, workplaces and the space of streets add to the gravity of the body of the 

hero. The gestures of the hero are viewed upon as potent enough to change the landscape 

around: they generate conflicts in the plot and promise to resolve them by direct and 

sometimes overreaching violent action. The climaxes of these movies invariably shall be 

breaking points of repressed resistance to sociality, almost typified with a stunt sequence. 

The psychologised tension in the film generated by the different gestures of the hero is 

given vent in say, a jail break, a chase sequence, a kill and such flagrantly non-citizen-ly 

acts. The strongly anti social gestures shall but be sanctified in the melodrama because of 

their association with the central body that manipulates meaning in the film. This body is 

the controlling symbol and therefore the action from his point, would turn the blotched 

logic of the corrupt and inefficient system into something better. Sometimes the centre of 

justification is sited outside the hero’s body – onto those bodies that his moral universe is 

pinned: figure of the mother, a center for virtue, or that of the father, a space of 

respectability and lineage, for instance.  

The second category, that of the domestic melodrama, situates the hero well-inside the 

family. He is conceptualized in terms more pre-political and non-modern than the other 

kind we have described, in that here his symbolic function is not to right the wrong, but 

to go beyond the wrongs and rights of the modern and find structures that necessitate 

familial affiliation and a sense of filial duty. I understand that there is a problem when we 

detach filial duties and family from the modern paradigm, in that the modern governing 

mechanism identifies these structures evidently in their course of operations. My attempt 

presumes that the definitions offered by modernity, in/by themselves have produced 

slipzones that would work in a counter-hegemonic fashion. The process of 

subjectification cannot only produce subject-positions that are the "property of the 

dominant ensemble of power-relations”, to borrow a phrase from Peter Dews. (91) All 

social formations produce structurally incompatible subject-positions as well. Because 

subjectification necessarily produces subject-positions with irreconcilable material and 

symbolic interests, the power exercised by subject-position X will always be opposed by 

the power exercised by subject-position Y (Y1,Y2 … Yn,) Hence there can never be a 

social formation in which only "power" or only definitions from the hegemonic is 

present. Power is ontologically not different from resistance, and when domestic space is 

discussed here as a space for resistance to modernity, I mean to suggest that the popular 

films, with the same subject-positions, work in a different discourse quite incompatible 

with and in turn resistant to the gravid institutions.  

The domestic realm in the melodramas of the said sort is constantly a centre of 

pressures from outside and is treated as the space of the (in)action, i.e., even when the 

characters put up an action that is recognizable in its individual merit, the action shall not 
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change the pressure or the society that exerts it. It only cripples the jurisdiction of the 

individual. In trying to tune to the external world the characters find themselves not the 

actors but the acted upon. To borrow Elsaesser’s words: “[in domestic melodramas] the 

world is closed, and the characters acted upon.” (177) The movement of the cinema is 

towards uncovering a kind of moral/ethical centre different from those that rule and stifle.  

As a form, there are quite a lot of intricacies in this category of melodramas. 

Family being a dramatic site for them where extrinsic (social) tensions consolidate and 

ask for a ready resolution, it becomes imperative of these films to weave in institutions 

inside the plots unlike the political melodramas where structures of governance are 

directly addressed by the hero as a person. In the domestic melodrama, the hero’s tryst 

with the institution is circumscribed in his being an ‘acted upon’ and not the agent of 

change. His body is presented as a centre of pressures. Any act of violence on his part 

only helps him get branded out of his space and shall not be justified in its direct 

symbolic function. The shift is thus from the traditional/non colonial spaces which lost its 

battle with the colonial/modern spaces in the domestic melodrama. Consequently, when 

they end comically they escape into utopias where they have been redefined according to 

the resistance modes they used (reassertion of a genealogy in its feudal splendor, or 

vengeance completed and respected for the same and the like), and when they end 

tragically (which is mostly the case) there resonate a bitter sense of doom.  

It is in this light that I would want to discuss a turn of the decade Malayalam 

domestic melodrama. As it happened in the case of Indian films generally, by 1960s the 

movies began taking clear diversion as ‘art’ movies and ‘commercial’ movies, and a 

creed of directors like Padmarajan, PA Backer, KG George and Bharathan emerged as 

the avant-garde who converged formal innovations and daring plots on screen. The space 

of family, however, was not a granted for this latter group. They constantly rivaled with 

‘happy’ families and faithful spouses and depended on character development as their 

mainstay for the cinema. The friction between the commercial and art films were coming 

to a truce in this advent. The late eighties and early nineties are sometimes cited as the 

“golden age” of the Malayalam film industry. The mid nineties however, showed a clear 

wave of deviation from this trend with the re-sanctification of the domestic space in the 

cinema. Domestic melodramas that focused on ‘ideal’ familial relations and their tragic 

denouements peaked in their popularity in Kerala. There were many hits in the genre, 

Thaniyaavarthanam, Bharatham, Kamaladalam, and so on, culminating in 

Aakasadoothu, the most sordid and the biggest grosser among them. The period re-

instituted drama that stabilized the myths of the family against the trend of the rather 

sacreligious tales of passion from Padmarajan, KG George and Bharathan in the earlier 

decade. These new films did not move beyond conventional frameworks of filming, and 

did not try to rely overtly on symbolic communication with the audience.  

 By the end of nineties, the domestic dramas lost their vigor in Malayalam and 

films started capitalizing on a new kind of political dramas: they counted on the élan of 

the stars by casting them in political dramas that demanded them to play off leaders of 

mass revolt/resistance. This drew disappointed comments from the traditional critics and 

viewers, alleging that Malayalam films have taken after the Tamil and Telugu fashion of 

popular film-making. In effect what went down thus as a rather nostalgic Malayalee 

sensibility of popular film was a type of domestic melodrama that looked up to the 

structures of family as core nodes of tension.  
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The turn to nineties therefore can be cited as an important period of 

transformation. The narrowing down of the gap between commercial and art films was a 

notable step. In the vigorous search of novel narratives, the turn of the decade year 1989 

could be cited as a crescendo in Malayalam cinema. The year saw three very significant 

films with narratives as different and strong as significant trend-setters. Mathilukal the 

first among them was directed by Adoor Gopalakrihsnan whose films are bracketed 

usually as ‘art’ films. But different from his previous films, here he selected as his plot a 

short story set during the independence struggle, by one of the most popular novelists of 

Kerala, Vaikkom Muhammed Basheer. He also casted Mammooty, an actor who could 

claim the maximum star value the industry, as his hero. The second film Oru Vadakkan 

Veeragatha was directed by Hariharan. Scripted by MT Vasudevan Nair and with 

Mammootty in lead, this film attempted revising a much prevalent myth of deceit in the 

north Kerala. The third among the lot, dealt with the contemporary Kerala, in contrast to 

the other two. It is this film, Kireedam, written by Lohitadas and directed by Sibi Malayil 

that I analyze in the rest of the paper as a sample melodrama to instantiate the modern 

colonial subject’s unease and resistance to the institutions. The earlier two films were 

significant successes but ended in themselves as ‘exclusive’ successes. Though many 

directors announced films based on Basheer’s stories, only Sasinas (1995)followed 

Mathilukal, and the film met with a very poor reception from both critics and viewers. 

Oru Vadakkan Veeragatha reinstated a vigor for mythic tales but none of the following 

films, including the Mohanlal starrer Kadathanaadan Ambaadi(1990) failed to make their 

presence felt. Soon Mathilukal and Oru Vadakkan Veeragaatha were shelved as singular 

artistic achievements. But it was different in the case of Kireedam. The film translated 

into a powerful re-instilling of domestic space and its inevitable trounced-by-institutions 

status on Malayalam screen. With its formal melodramatic components rooted firmly 

inside the middleclass Nair family and contemporary politics, after a brief hiatus, Keralite 

audience met ‘ideal’ families on screen again.  A number of films followed this strain and 

proved successful. It boiled down, in a sense, as the most predominantly popular idea 

about a ‘good’ cinema in Kerala.  

The writer-director duo that made Kireedam, Lohitadas and Sibi Malayil, deserve 

a mention because, they worked together for quite a lot of hits in the same vein pinning 

the central conflict on the ‘ideal’ spaces of family: Bharatham, Kamaladalam, and 

Thaniyaavarthanam, to cite three really big ones. Each of these films worked on 

gradually built up, well-strung tensions in the family with the hapless hero at the 

receiving end of fate’s blow.  

 Kireedam is about a gradual shift from the family to the street of a son/police-

aspirant in a star-crossed confrontation with the institutions of modernity. The film plays 

out its surface polarities very clearly: the criminal and the citizen; and the filial and the 

rowdy. The contestation that works deftly beneath these surface binaries is, however, that 

of the colonially modern subject’s acceptance of and his unease and resistance towards 

the standardizing institutions. The inevitable crippling of the subject under pressures from 

the overbearing establishments, an attempt to rescue the ‘traditional’ pre-colonial values 

that in turn translates as a virtual act of bearing resistance and culpability and the rooting 

of the citizen figure in the non/pre modern paradigm of the family undergird the 

intriguing plot of Kireedam. It is branded as a domestic melodrama insofar as the 
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individual is shown as ultimately defenseless against the sharply defined frameworks of 

criminality.  

In its move to the sordid ending that brands Sethu as a criminal, Kireedam plies 

through almost all the pockets of Keralite modernity in a gradual and meticulously 

planned externalization of the inner conflicts of the hero.  

In the life of the hero - Sethumadhavan - excruciating experiences thaw in. 

Having got the interview card for police-selection and having passed the physical test for 

the same, he is almost at the beckon of the disciplining machine when he has to react as a 

son, against an act of brutal violence on his father. Invoking the duties of a son, and 

protecting his father, Sethu is returning to the traditions, instinctively submitting to the 

‘good’, and simultaneously defying the state’s machinery. He is reacting with reference 

to edifices older than modern. Consequently, his reaction - violence/violation of the law - 

disqualifies him as a normal law-abiding citizen, let alone a police-aspirant. The subject 

is sanctioned an access to violence (and thereby power over others) once the mediation of 

the police is sought. The state-machinery channels reactions and responses all into pre-

defined and ritualized access-modes. Kireedam could be read as a melodramatic criticism 

of it from the non-colonial perspective.  

The rigorous structuring of the movie is greatly instrumental in its eventual 

unraveling of the conflict. The movie begins with a full four-minutes of music divided 

into four chapters. The title cards that last for two minutes show a blurred blue and red 

version of the film’s climax where the villain and the hero fight each other on the street in 

full abandon. The slides are accompanied by heavy electronic music that rolls itself into a 

frenzy, as we see the hero gaining over the villain and the people who watch the fight 

cheer for him. We could also discern policemen in the ‘audience’ of the fight. The 

introduction of this frame palpably creates a tension in the plot, for the wait for this 

“fight” is on from the very beginning.  The beginning of the film with a street fight is also 

significant because there is an open negation of the state’s policing. Especially so, as 

policemen are shown inertly observing the fight, as part of the audience. The music 

played in the background is not a very unfamiliar one for Indian audience. Composers 

usually use this type of instrumentation that is rich in electronic orchestra and percussion, 

to signify tensions at the core junctions in cinemas. The drum beats and the unruly 

trepidation associated with this music goes against illusions of order very easily. In a 

paroxysmic pressure and rage they revel in challenging the classical European search for 

(musical and societal) harmony. It is a call to break away and break free. The fight 

sequence that continues till the end of the title credits and this aggressively intense 

electronic music work together to stir up a negation of the modern ‘orders’. Once this 

ends there is a moment’s silence before the second division of music begins, where we 

see a rather deserted Kerala street and a police jeep appearing at the other end of it. As 

the jeep screeches to a halt before the police station, the next division of music begins: a 

march. Steady bugles and ritually repeated notes of band cancels out the frenzy of the 

previous chapter. The visuals compliment the order of the music. There is a neatly 

painted police station where everyone is in his position, uniformed and machine-like. 

Sethu, uniformed, a sub-inspector, gets down from the jeep and enters the station, and 

meets with a constable who is bent, entering something in the register. The constable 

takes to his feet and greets the inspector with a studied salute.  
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The inspector’s close-up. His face lights up in a smile and the first dialogue of the 

movie: “Sub-inspector Sethu. Achhante themmaadi.” (Sub Inspector Sethu. His father’s 

(your) rascal). The band music dissolves into veena and tabla suddenly. And we see the 

constable Achuthan Nair’s face beaming with pride. The harmony of Indian instrumental 

music provides the scene with a very unofficial air. The mellowed Karanatic instrumental 

music has been traditionally used as a background to evoke domestic comforts of the 

middle-class family in Indian films. A change from the official/modern/colonial 

paradigms to domestic/traditional/pre-colonial spaces is effectively rendered by this 

sudden shift in background score. It also refers to the strong undercurrent of the non-

colonial in the façade of modernity, thus alluding to the postcolonial subject’s strongly 

qualified acceptance of colonial modernity. Suffused in this score, but gradually gaining 

in clarity, begins the fourth division of music: the church bells. The monotony of the 

church bells is counterpointed against the elated tones of veena and tabla.  

As the bell’s toll registers deeply in the background score, shot shifts from 

Achuthan Nair’s estatic face to the steeple of the local church. Camera stays there for a 

while, with solely the toll in the background. The next shot is again the same police 

station, but Achuthan Nair is sleeping on a bench there. And he is smiling in his sleep. As 

his smile grows into a clear laugh his subordinate wakes him up. And we know that we 

were inside his dream thitherto.  The dream was a combination of the order of the police 

machinery and the harmony of domestic space. In winning the police test and becoming 

an inspector, Sethu will realise this dream of his father; he will establish his place as a 

‘good’ son in the family. Elsewhere in the film, Achuthan Nair asserts this position: he 

says to his brother-in-law that Sethu shall not aspire for any other job, but that of the 

police inspector.  

Sethu is shown to be the legitimate heir of his father’s profession. He has to 

prepare hard on his general knowledge for the written test, and exercise regularly and 

tone down his diet for his physical test. Achuthan Nair’s colleagues treat him as their 

future inspector. There is absolutely no wavering of the objective for Sethu, now. Within 

a modern institution, he has to carve his space in terms of a domestic obligation. In an 

interesting pattern conjured by the plot, an establishment of modernity is dexterously 

weaved into the domestic spaces. 

 Achuthan Nair is a pivotal character in the plot, because for one, he represents 

the encumbrances issued in the duality of modern and traditional most visibly. Sethu is a 

victim of having chosen the familial for the institutional and Achuthan Nair is a victim of 

his overt confidence in the institutional and his dormant but powerful obsession with the 

family. In all the critical situations of the film, Achuthan Nair opts to stand with the state 

rather than the family, and suffers internally for that. He decides that he will turn in Sethu 

to the police, for the ‘crime’ he has committed, states it not ‘right’ to give Sethu a 

verification for the police job even when his higher official recommends it, and later even 

denies Sethu a place in his household. The final decision, of driving Sethu out of home, is 

a heavy one for him: he cannot sleep that night, and wants to go out and call him back to 

the house. The plot painstakingly shows that beneath the police title, the father is 

excruciatingly repressed; doubly so, because he has to dictate the law back at home as 

well. The family is deemed generally as a decent and respectable one; this is repeatedly 

referred at various points in the course of the film. Achuthan Nair’s brother-in-law 

considers him aggressively proud when it comes to family, his mother-in-law and sister 
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states that family-pride means him all. His words and decisions will have to rise up to 

that of a protector of the family’s decency and a morally upright police officer.  

The pressure breaks surface at three most poignant points in the film. And 

invariably when it does, it is in the confrontation of the son and the father in the guise of 

criminal and police. Early in the movie, we have a scene in the family where Sethu agrees 

to the diet-restrictions Achuthan Nair gives him (so that he stays fit enough for the 

training) and breaks them behind his back. When Achuthan Nair finds that out, he does 

not even scold Sethu. He only tells him “Do not agree to anything that you cannot keep. 

Or else you will be ashamed.” Later when he has to confront his son breaking law-and-

order, even if it is for saving him, he cannot acknowledge this as an extension of the 

son’s duty. He makes up his mind to turn him over to the police.  

The second point of confrontation is still later in the movie when Achuthan Nair 

comes to the station and beats up Sethu. The space of police station and the unbearable 

sight of his son in the criminals’ cell drive him out of his mind. In the climactic turn of 

the movie, when Sethu stabs to death Keerikkadan Jose in a hysterically violent sequence 

and challenges to the crowd that looks on, to come forward and fight, Achuthan Nair in 

uniform pushes through the crowd, and demands Sethu to drop his knife. Sethu doesn’t 

comply. In this third crescendo, Achuthan Nair breaks out and blurts: “Katthi 

thaazheyideda. Eda ninte acchanaada parayunnathu. Thaazheyideda (Drop the knife, 

Sethu. It is me, your father. I say you drop the knife).” Sethu drops the knife and wails 

loud and loud in the street while the police men arrest him away. In the last scene of the 

cinema that follows, we see Achuthan Nair signing Sethu’s police verification form 

“unfit”; and the last frame of the cinema freezes on Sethu’s photo on a criminals’ display 

board in the police station.  

There are quite a lot of places in the plot were fate or destiny is put on blame. The 

crime/mistake is not done by the individual. In fact all the characters who contribute to 

the action are victims. The agency is shifted off to structures beyond the individual and 

the family. Kireedam reflects in an indirect mode on modern systems of education and 

job-markets, marriage as a ritual adapted to the modern paradigm, hospitals and their 

nexus with the policing systems, and in a direct mode on disciplining machineries. 

Achuthan Nair’s family includes Sethu, his mother, and his younger brother, who 

is in tenth standard, and his two sisters, one of them married and the other a student. 

Sethu’s brother-in-law Ramanan joins them by the middle of the movie, and is portrayed 

as someone who lacks any self-respect or sense of decorum in contrast with Achuthan 

Nair’s decent family; he also plays a role in Sethu getting branded as a criminal.  

The plot takes its turn towards the tragic peripetiae when Achuthan nair’s 

righteous sense of duty gets to offend a local political leader and ends up in his transfer to 

Ramapuram, which is said to be a flourishing place of criminals. Putting Achuthan Nair 

out of the familial circle and his original village is a major plot device that Lohitadas 

takes in developing the tensions in the plot. Being transferred to a new place, the family 

has to establish themselves as a ‘respectable’ folk there, all over again. And the new 

social atmosphere should be taken into account when doing that.  

Whereas the village where Achuthan Nair’s family previously lived was peaceful 

and respected police, Ramapuram, the new locale is a notorious place where villains with 

feudal backgrounds try to establish a ruling parallel to, if not more powerful than, the rule 

of law. Keerikkadan Jose, the current leader of the local rowdy gang, comes from a very 
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wealthy and aristocratic family and has got extensive acquaintance in high level politics. 

He is so righteous in Ramapuram that the police display board of criminal’s names shall 

not display his photo. If they do, Hameed, a new colleague of Achuthan Nair says, “He 

will come himself, and tear the label away.” The police at Ramapuram are generally 

afraid of and sometimes in awe of Keerikkadan. Apart from Achuthan Nair there is 

another person who is new to the area: the sub-inspector of the station. When Achuthan 

Nair comes to join the Ramapuram station, he is in the hospital, badly beat up by 

Keerikkadan’s group for having tried to curb their overt acts of violence. Later when 

rumours spread around picturing Sethu as the new rowdy, the inspector warns him to 

keep himself in check, and that he will not let another Jose to rule over again.  

The rumours and general outlook is sometimes even given the importance of a 

character himself. But for the talks on street and the maligning folk of Ramapuram, 

Sethu’s branding as a criminal would not have been so conspicuously easy. The place 

Ramapuram is not comfortable with not having a local hero who can dictate a monarchic 

rule, outside the police and law. We have a scene in the movie when sitting in the street, 

an unidentified chat-group recalls the days of Keerikkadan as interesting. When Sethu 

passes them by they stand up in respect and address him as they used to with Jose. 

Hydrose, another rowdy, who couldn’t earlier get his hafta because of Jose, now follows 

Sethu as if they are the new partners.  

Even when Sethu openly asks to stop celebrating him as the next market rowdy, 

the people just do not concede it. They seem to require a hero. With him, they will still 

have myths of masculinity and resistance to the police and the government rule. 

Ramapuram is a raw site of unease. Depicted clearly in an ineffectual and disinterested 

policing and an evidently myth-making community, the resistance modes to modernity 

are operative in the way concepts of violence refuse to channelize in the ‘state-advised’ 

manners.  

The non-modern principle of revenging in personal contexts is valorized, as is a 

usual case with Indian mainstream cinema. For instance, when the police asks Jose if he 

knows who attacked him, he says he does not, and that he would not recognize him if 

seen again, because he wants to wreak his vengeance by himself and does not require 

police in between.  

The cinema also depicts more myths surviving from the pre-colonial past in terms 

of resistance: Sethu’s grandmother, for example, revels in myths about a past when her 

well-built husband (who most likely was a local feudal lord’s right hand) came home 

daily after having thrashed a handful of Muslim thugs. She does not think ill of Sethu 

when she hears about him street fighting. On the contrary she is so happy and proud that 

she even sends him his grand father’s knife as a gift. Thinking of myths, there is another 

scene where before the drama’s peripety thaws in, in a soothing family interior, Sethu 

reads out the Malayalam translation of the screenplay of 'Ramayana', the most popular 

mythological series of the day, to his mother. His mother is enthralled at the reading; she 

often closes her eyes and prays to the bhagwan. When Sethu reads: "Janakan", Achuthan 

Nair appears in the frame and their reading is interrupted. Achuthan Nair asks her if she 

couldn’t read it herself, she replies that it is better if heard from Sethu, alluding indirectly 

to the ritual of reading aloud of Ezhuthachhan’s Malayalam Ramayana in Keralite Hindu 

households. With the scene, Sibi Malayil accomplishes two things: the household is 
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aware of and is in awe of Ramanand Sagar’s version, and that the older version of recited 

Ramayana is the instinct that works behind.  

In defying the modern state’s access-modes and resorting to (ill-legal) violence, 

Sethumadhavan is branded as a criminal, in the state's sense of the term. Passing through 

the sense of police, the idea of a criminal, the ingrained Ramayana of the Keralite 

middle-class Hindu households, resistance to law and judiciary in feudal terms, and many 

more - Kireedam is a revealing periscope on the postcolonial subject’s qualified reception 

of a few institutions, per se. 
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